The actress and style icon Julia Roberts once
said, “Show me a mall, and I’m happy.”
We believe Ms Roberts is not alone, and that advertisers could very
fairly rework her statement to claim ‘Show me my mall advertising,
and I’m happy’. But it’s not enough simply to state it; we wanted to
prove through robust, wide-ranging research that this statement is
absolutely true.
Previous Out-Of-Home industry projects have pointed towards this
conclusion. In 2011 outdoor media trade body Outsmart ran an
extensive piece of research to identify the medium’s role as the ‘Last
Window of Influence’1.
This specific research was conducted at the main entrance to four
malls, carefully selected to provide cross-GB representation. Results
showed that outdoor media was the most recalled media channel
amongst those recalling any advertising from the 30 minutes prior
to interview, with 88% overall having seen it. This recall boosted
purchase intent. Respondents who had seen OOH in the past 30
minutes were 12% more likely to say they would buy the product /
brand.
Shopping centres are so much more than centres for shopping.
Described succinctly by business consultants McKinsey as “The
heart and soul of communities, the foundation of retail economies,
and a social sanctuary for teenagers everywhere.”2, they provide an
environment where advertisers from a wide variety of categories can
communicate with a relaxed, alert, spend-ready audience.
The aim of our research study was to underpin what is instinctively
known about in-mall activity and activation with robust, reliable
statistics.
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1. http://www.outsmart.org.uk/resources/last-window-influence;
2. https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/thefuture-of-the-shopping-mall
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“Mall media is
no longer the
preserve solely
of those brands
stocked in
store”

Nick Mawditt, Managing Partner, Talon
Shopping is a national pastime in the UK. The
evolution of retail environments has transformed
a shopping trip from a single activity to a
comprehensive leisure experience embracing way
more than simply ‘buying things’.
Malls play host to the ‘millionaire mindset’.
They’re an aspirational environment where people
enjoy the endorphin rush of treating themselves,
whether that’s to a good quality coat or a good
quality coffee. Consumers are more relaxed,
more curious, and moving at a slower pace. This
relaxation generates a positive mindset, detached
from the everyday and everyday concerns –
including, perhaps, overlooking precisely how
much they have available to spend in one spree.
All this creates a high quality environment in
which to receive an advertising message, one which
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confers a positive halo effect on a brand advertising
there. Malls are unique locations equally effective
for both purchase and for branding.
For us at Talon, this change of focus for shopping
malls, and the refreshed media formats available
in those areas, has opened up the environment’s
opportunities to a wider range of advertiser
categories, and advertisers within those categories.
Mall media is no longer the preserve solely of those
brands stocked in store; it’s moved on to a point
where the desirable audience demographic and
mind-set, and the creative media opportunities
available, mean that more of our clients can reap
the benefits of display in mall locations than ever
before. Cars, luxury brands and entertainment
categories, to name but a few, are all thriving in a
mall environment.

Renault’s SCENIC campaign disrupted
expectations, and was extremely effective as a
result. Displaying a car in a mall may not have
seemed on the surface to be the most logical
pairing of brand and environment, but dig a
little deeper; look at the clear match between the
Renault target market and mall consumers – both
younger, upscale, female and family; then learn
that most consumers travel to the mall by car, and
the inclusion of mall media on the media strategy
becomes very clearly a smart shift away from the
norm for a motors brand.

Leveraging new technology, such as digital display,
zonal sound and gesture activation to make a
memorable point is also multiplied in value by its
display in this environment that’s detached from
the everyday. We were delighted with the creative
spin put – quite literally – on our campaign for
ITV’s ‘The Voice’, where unsuspecting consumers in
the vicinity of Limited Space’s Orbit digital screen
displays caused the famous spinning judging chairs
to turn remotely as they passed the screen.
To continue to emphasise the value of this unique
and intriguing media space, it’s crucial to extend
advertisers’ understanding of the audience within
it. As a contributor to this body of work, Limited
Space’s wide-ranging research provides in-depth
insight into the shopping mall audience and their
behaviour. It highlights ways in which the unique
attributes of this valuable environment can be
cleverly used by advertisers to deliver highly effective
campaigns.
https://talonoutdoor.com/
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Areas of Investigation
Understanding shopping centre visit patterns
Shopper behaviour and motivations
In-mall ad awareness and campaign-driven purchase intent

Methodology
4 UK malls – Bullring / intu Braehead / intu Lakeside / Kingfisher
3 day fieldwork summer 2017
649 Interviews
Respondents 18-54 ABC1

Destination Malls
When engaging in destination shopping, customers will plan a trip
in order to spend a number of hours there as entertainment, rather
than simply the act of just purchasing goods.

City Centre Malls
A local retail hub embedded within the heart of a community.
Convenient and native, the trusted shopping centre offers efficient
access to multiple retailers under one roof, benefiting the busy
modern-day shopper.
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Social and regular
Spending time in shopping centres is a regular, and
predominantly a social, activity, scarcely surprising
given the range of retail and leisure activities on offer.
Over three-quarters of respondents visit shopping
centres accompanied by at least one other person,
and two in five visit once a week at least. Women
visit more frequently than men. The vast majority of
visitors - 74% - drive to the mall, a number rising to
88% for destination mall visitors, as these are often
located further out of town and boast excellent parking
facilities.

72% say they spend over an
hour in a mall. Average visit
duration, overall, is 80 minutes

In it for the duration

Over three-quarters of
respondents visit shopping
centres accompanied by at least
one other person

Visit length provides the clearest indication that multi-tasking mall visits
are very often the case. On average, 72% say they spend over an hour in a
mall. Average visit duration, overall, is 80 minutes. However, when this is
broken down by city centre or destination mall, there is a difference. Nearly
two in five say they spend less than an hour in a city centre location, which
almost halves to one in five when looking at the experience of destination
mall shoppers. With the plethora of leisure activities above and beyond
simple shopping on offer at a destination mall, it is hardly surprising that
77% spend over an hour in one.

More time = more money
Mall type and visit frequency

74%
of shoppers drive to the mall,
rising to 88% for destination
mall visitors
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The mall’s location has a clear influence on visit
frequency. City centre malls are a ‘pop in and pop out’
opportunity, appealing to busy modern-day shoppers
who know they can pick up everything they need
efficiently, with 20% saying they visit once a week or
more.
Destination malls tend to host all-day experiences that
include multiple activities, such as shopping, eating
and cinema-going, during one visit. On a monthly
basis, three quarters of the mall audience will visit
a restaurant / the food court during their visit to the
mall, and almost a quarter will visit the cinema.

It is an acknowledged fact that more time spent in
malls equals more money spent in them. The average
amount our respondents told us they spent during
their visit was £81 – correlating to almost a pound a
minute against the average visit duration. However, in
destination malls, the average amount spent per visit
rose to £95, a rise which can be attributed both to the
‘special occasion’ nature of a visit to a destination mall,
and the consequent amount of time spent within one.

The average amount our
respondents told us they spent
during their visit was £81 almost £1 a minute
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Advertising influence
30% of shoppers said they’d made a purchase in
the mall as a result of advertising. When this is
extrapolated across Limited Space’s whole mall
advertising network, it equates to 14.4m people every
fortnight making an in-mall ad-prompted buy.

“14.4m people every fortnight
make an in-mall
ad-prompted buy”
Unplanned and impulsive = ready for ideas and influence
Only a quarter of mall visitors agree that they
‘want to get in and out’ when visiting a shopping
centre. 34% feel it’s a great place to socialise,
while 46% agree that they like to explore new
products and ranges during their visit. Given
this, it is no surprise to learn that the vast
majority – almost two thirds – of shoppers visit
a mall without a pre-planned list. This presents
a fantastic opportunity for in-mall advertisers
to influence purchase specifics at a point where
people are already planning to spend money –
as seen before, in quite significant amounts.

Being open to influence translates into impulse
purchasing. 77% of shoppers agreed that they
were likely to make a spontaneous purchase
while in the mall.
In both these cases, the role of advertising and its
value to mall shoppers in supporting decisionmaking, providing inspiration and prompting
purchase, is clear. The unique in-mall mindset
and shoppers’ attitude to spending combine to
create a truly valuable environment for a brand
presence.

77% of shoppers agreed that
they were likely to make a
spontaneous purchase while in
the mall
8

Almost two thirds of shoppers
visit a mall without a
pre-planned list
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The unstoppable rise of the smartphone, and
the changes in retail behaviour this has brought
with it, could have presented a threat to shopping
centre retail. But in fact, as retailers have worked
hard to become more connected themselves, both
in creating a seamless switch between online and
offline, and in terms of how digital technology can
improve the in-store experience, smartphones have
been repositioned as a key element of the path to
purchase.

Backing Bluetooth?
As well as straightforward device use, we wanted to
look at other ways in which smartphones and connected
devices can be used within the mall. It doesn’t look like
Bluetooth is yet one of these, as only a third of shoppers
with a smartphone said they had it turned on.

1/3 of shoppers with a smartphone
said they had Bluetooth turned on

Mobile money

Almost three-quarters of
shoppers with smartphones use
them during their visit to the
mall

Consumers’ relationships with their devices have
become more sophisticated than ever before, but
this has not solely meant that they are buying
everything online. Instead, smartphones have
become an extension of the purchase process, used
to support in-store activity by finding out more
about the product, checking in-store availability,
and seeking the input of family and friends, prior
to purchase.
Almost three-quarters of shoppers with smartphones
use them during their visit to the mall. The most
significant use is for calls and texts, but one in
five say they use them as an aid during the path
to purchase, which includes checking online stock
if stock instore is limited, searching for products to
compare prices, and consulting the store directory.
This rises to one in four men, and 27% of 35-44
year-olds.
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Not surprisingly, the vast majority – over eight in
ten – prefer to make payments by card.

Over 8 in 10 prefer to make payments by card

Mobile payments are currently low on the scale of
preferred payment options, with only 3% paying
either by smartphone or by mobile wallet. 21%
say that contactless payment is their preferred
method; surprisingly low, perhaps, but explained
by the current £30 limit on this method.
However, this relatively low uptake is set to
increase rapidly. Overall, 53% say they are likely
to use mobile or contactless payments in future,
which shoots to 74% of those aged 18-24.

In-mall advertising on device:
A value exchange
A third of respondents told us they would be receptive
to receiving an on-device ad message (sent by
Bluetooth or SMS) during their shopping centre visit.
This rises to 40% of respondents - a 21% increase - if
that message contains discounts and offers related to
their time in-mall, for example. This suggests that busy
shoppers don’t mind being interrupted and ‘sold to’ on
their personal device if that selling contains something
of benefit to them.
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Mall media is acted on
Most importantly of all, Limited Space mall media drove significantly increased levels of brand consideration. Results from
the 2017 Renault Scenic campaign showed that, when compared to those who had not seen the Renault Scenic advertising
in the mall, those who had recalled it were:

112% more likely to
consider the Renault
SCENIC model along with
a number of other options

84% more likely to think
about buying a Renault
SCENIC

63% more likely actually
to buy a Renault
SCENIC

Mall media is seen
It’s simple: mall media is memorable, and noticeable. It cuts
through competing noise within shopping centres and gets itself
noticed. Almost a fifth of shoppers had seen advertising in the
mall on that specific visit, rising to exactly 20% amongst those
who had spent more than an hour in the venue.
Limited Space’s mall media, planned as part of the shopper
journey, was most noticeable. Digital screens achieved the
greatest recall, with nearly three in five saying they had seen
advertising there, while 22% had spotted large hanging banners,
and 10% lift branding.

Nearly three in five say they had seen
advertising on digital screens
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Visiting shopping centres is an overwhelmingly
positive and sociable experience.
Consumers spend a lot of time and a lot of
money while in the mall.
Mall advertising is ideally placed to
influence impulsive consumers who are
open to purchase suggestions.
Mall advertising influences brand
consideration and brand purchase.
To talk more about shopping malls, please
contact us:

